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Abstract: Nowadays most of the cloud applications process large amount of data to provide the desired results. Data volumes to be
processed by cloud applications are growing much faster than computing power. This growth demands on new strategies for processing
and analysing the information. The project explores the use of Hadoop MapReduce framework to execute scientific workflows in the
cloud. Cloud computing provides massive clusters for efficient large computation and data analysis. In such file systems, a file is
partitioned into a number of file chunks allocated in distinct nodes so that MapReduce tasks can performed in parallel over the nodes to
make resource utilization effective and to improve the response time of the job. In large failure prone cloud environments files and
nodes are dynamically created, replaced and added in the system due to which some of the nodes are over loaded while some others are
under loaded. It leads to load imbalance in distributed file system. To overcome this load imbalance problem, a fully distributed Load
rebalancing algorithm has been implemented, which is dynamic in nature does not consider the previous state or behaviour of the
system (global knowledge) and it only depends on the present behaviour of the system and estimation of load, comparison of load,
stability of different system, performance of system, interaction n between the nodes, nature of load to be transferred, selection of nodes
and network traffic. The current Hadoop implementation assumes that computing nodes in a cluster are homogeneous in nature. The
performance of Hadoop in heterogeneous clusters where the nodes have different computing capacity is also tested.
Keywords: Hadoop, Map Reduce, cloud computing, clusters.

1.

Introduction

Cloud computing is a relatively new way of referring to the
use of shared computing resources, and it is an alternative to
having local servers handle applications. Cloud computing
groups together large numbers of computer servers and other
resources and typically offers their combined capacity on an
on-demand, pay-per-cycle basis without sophisticated
deployment and management of resources. The end users of a
cloud computing network usually have no idea where the
servers are physically located, they just spin up their
application and start working. This flexibility is the key
advantage to cloud computing, and what distinguishes it from
other forms of grid or utility computing and software as a
service (SaaS). The ability to launch new instances of an
application with minimal labor and expense allows
application providers to scale up and down rapidly, recover
from a failure, bring up development or test instances, and
roll out new versions to the customer base.
Distributed file systems are key building blocks for cloud
computing applications based on the MapReduce J. Deanet
all [1] programming paradigm. MapReduce programs are
designed to compute large volumes of data in a parallel
fashion. This requires dividing the workload across a large
number of machines. Hadoop provides a systematic way to
implement this programming paradigm. The computation
takes a set of input key/value pairs and produces a set of
output key/value pairs. The computation involves two basic
operations: Map and Reduce. The Map operation, written by
the user, takes an input pair and produces a set of
intermediate key/value pairs. The MapReduce library groups
together all intermediate values associated with the same
intermediate Key #1 and passes them to the Reduce function.

The Reduce function, also written by the user, accepts an
intermediate Key #1 and a set of values for that key. It
merges together these values to form a possibly smaller set of
values. Typically just an output value of 0 or 1 is produced
per Reduce invocation. The intermediate values are supplied
to the user's Reduce function via an iterator (an object that
allows a programmer to traverse through all the elements of a
collection regardless of its specific implementation.
The proposed fully distributed load rebalancing algorithm
can be integrated with the Hadoop [3] Single-Node Cluster or
Multi-Node Cluster to enhance the performance of the
NameNode in balancing the loads of storage nodes present in
the cluster. Figure 1 represents a typical Single-Node Hadoop
Cluster. The three major categories of machine roles in a
Client machines, Masters Nodes, and Slave nodes. The
Master nodes oversee the two key functional pieces that
make up Hadoop: storing lots of data (HDFS), and running
parallel computations on all that data (Map Reduce). The
Name Node oversees and coordinates the data storage
function (HDFS), while the Job Tracker oversees and
coordinates the parallel processing of data using Map
Reduce. Slave Nodes make up the vast majority of machines
and do all the dirty work of storing the data and running the
computations. Each slave runs both a Data Node and Task
Tracker daemon that communicate with and receive
instructions from their master nodes. The Task Tracker
daemon is a slave to the Job Tracker, the Data Node daemon
a slave to the Name Node. Client machines have Hadoop
installed with all the cluster settings, but are neither a Master
nor a Slave. Instead, the role of the Client machine is to load
data into the cluster, submit Map Reduce jobs describing how
that data should be processed and then retrieve or view the
results of the job when it’s finished. In smaller clusters (~40
nodes) you may have a single physical server playing
multiple roles, such as both Job Tracker and Name Node.
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W medium to large clustters you will often
With
o
have eacch role
opperating on a single server machine.

ur proposal caan be integraated easily with existing laargeou
sccale distributeed file system
ms, e.g., Goog
gle GFS (Google
Fiile System) [33] and Hadooop HDFS (Haadoop Distributed
Fiile System) [5], in which a centralizzed master node
n
manages the naamespace of the entire file system andd the
data
mapping of fille chunks to storage nodees as metad
information.
2.2. Load Rebaalancing Algoorithm
a.

H
Serverr roles in Singgle Node Cluster
Figure1: Hadoop
Inn this paperr, we are innterested in studying thee load
reebalancing prroblem in distributed file systems speccialized
foor large-scalee, dynamic and
a
data-inteensive cloudss. Our
obbjective is to allocate the chunks of files as uniform
mly as
poossible amonng the nodes such that noo node managges an
exxcessive numbber of chunks.

2.

Our Prooposal

2..1 DHT Arcchitecture
The chunk serrvers in our proposal
T
p
are organized
o
as a DHT
N
Network
[8]; in such netw
works file aree partitioned into a
nuumber of fixxed-size chunkks, and eachh chunk is asssigned
w a unique chunk
with
c
handle (or chunk ideentifier) nameed with
a globally knoown hash funnction such as
a SHA1. Thee hash
fuunction returrns a uniquee identifier for a given file’s
paathname string and a chunkk index. The hash
h
function returns
r
a unique identtifier for a givven file’s patthname string and a
F example, thhe identifiers of the first annd third
chhunk index. For
chhunks of file “/user/tom/tm
mp/a.log” are respectively SHA1
(//user/tom/tmp/a.log, 0) and SHA1 (/user//tom/tmp/a.logg, 2).
To discover a file chunk, the DHT loookup operattion is
T
peerformed amoong the availabble storage noodes. In most DHTs,
thhe average num
mber of nodes visited for a lookup is O (log n)
[11], [2].
Inn summary, coontributions of DHT Archittecture are thrreefold
ass follows:
 DHTs guaraantee that if a node leavees, then its locally
hosted chunkks are reliablyy migrated too its successoor; if a
node joins, then it alloocates the chunks
c
whosse IDs
f
its successor to
immediately precede the jooining node from
manage, whicch enables chhunk servers too self-configuure and
self-heal in our propoosal,andsimpliifying the system
s
provisioning and managem
ment.
HTs lookups take
t
a modest delay by visiiting O
 In typical DH
(log n) nodess; the lookup latency
l
can bee even reducedd since
discovering thhe ‘l’ chunks of a file can also
a be perform
med in
parallel.
 The DHT network is transparent to the meetadata
management in our propposal. While the DHT neetwork
specifies the locations of chunks precissely and effecctively,

Overview

n a load-balannced
A large-scale disstributed file system is in
statee if each chunnk server hostts no more thaan ‘A’ chunks. In
our proposed alggorithm, eachh chunk serv
ver node ‘I’ first
mates whetheer it is underr loaded (ligh
ht) or overloaaded
estim
(heaavy) without considering
c
thhe global know
wledge. A nodde is
ligh
ht if the numbber of chunkks it hosts is smaller thann the
threeshold value A.
A In contraryy a Node is heaavy if the num
mber
of chunks
c
it hostts is more thaan A. For insstance if a noode i
depaarts and re-joiins as a succeessor of anotheer node j, thenn we
reprresent node i as
a node j + 1, node j’s orig
ginal successoor as
nod
de j + 2, the successor of node j’s orig
ginal successoor as
nod
de j + 3, and soo on. This proocess repeats until
u
all the heeavy
nod
des in the system
s
becom
me light nod
des.
The time
t
com
mplexity of thhe above algoorithm can bee reduced if each
e
ligh
ht node can know
k
which hheavy node it needs to reqquest
chun
nks beforehannd, and then aall light nodes can balance their
t
load
ds in parallel. Thus, we exxtend the algo
orithm by paiiring
the top-k1 underr loaded noddes with thettop-k2 overloaaded
des. We use U to denote the set of top-k
t
1underloa
aded
nod
nod
des in the sorted list of undder loaded nod
des, and use O to
deno
ote the set of top-k2 overloaded nodes in
n the sorted list of
overrloaded nodess.
Based on the aboove-introducedd load balanciing algorithm, the
ht node that should
s
requesst chunks from
m the k2-th most
m
ligh
load
ded node in O is the k11thleast loadeed node in U is
iden
ntified easilyy and loadd between them
t
is shhared
acco
ordingly.
b. Basic Algoritthms
t basic algoorithm, each node implem
ments the gosssipIn the
baseed aggregation protocol inn [26], [27] to
o collect the load
statu
uses of a sampple of random
mly selected no
odes. Specifically,
each
h node contaccts a number of randomly selected nodees in
the system and buuilds a vector denoted by V.
V
v
consistss of entries, aand each entry
y contains thee ID,
A vector
netw
work address and
a load statuus of a random
mly selected node.
n
Usin
ng the gossipp-based protoccol, each nod
de i exchanges its
locaally maintaineed vector withh its neighbou
urs until its veector
has s entries. It thhen calculates the average lo
oad of the s noodes
deno
oted by A.
If node i finds itsself is a light node, it seekss a heavy nodde to
uest chunks. Node
N
i sorts thhe nodes in itss vector including
requ
itsellf based on thhe load status and finds its position k1 inn the
sortted list, i.e., itt is the top-k11 under loaded
d node in the list.
Algorithm 1 speccifies the operration that a light
l
node i seeks
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ann overloaded node j, and Algorithm
A
2 shhows that i reequests
soome file chunkks from j.
2 Chunk Crreation
2.2
A file is partitioned into a number of chunks
c
allocaated in
diistinct nodes so
s that Map Reduce
R
Tasks can be perform
med in
paarallel over the
t nodes. The
T load of a node is typpically
prroportional too the number of
o file chunks the node posssesses.
Files and nodees in a cloudd environmennt can be arbitrarily
crreated, deletedd, and appendded, and nodees can be upggraded,
reeplaced and addded in the fiile system, thee file chunks are
a not
diistributed as uniformly as possible amoong the nodees. The
m
main
objectivee is to allocatee the chunks of
o files as uniformly
ass possible am
mong the nodees such that no
n node manaages an
exxcessive numbber of chunks.

Figure 4. Loadd status of Nodde B is assumed to be Heavvy,
which
w
makes thhe system to m
move into a Lo
oad imbalanceed
sttate leading too system failurre.

mulation
2..2 DHT Form
The storage nodes
T
n
are struuctured as a network bassed on
diistributed hassh tables(DHT
Ts), e.g., discoovering a file chunk
caan simply reffer to rapid keey lookup in DHTs, givenn that a
unnique handle (or
( identifier) is assigned too each file chuunk.
DHTs enable nodes to self-organize
D
s
and repair while
coonstantly offeering lookup functionality in node dynaamism,
siimplifying thhe system prrovision and managementt. The
chhunk servers in
i are organized as a DHT network.
n
Typical DHTs guarantee thaat if a node leaaves, then its locally
T
hoosted chunks are reliably migrated
m
to its successor; if a node
jooins, then it allocates
a
the chunks whosse IDs immeddiately
prrecede the joinning node from
m its successoor to manage.

Figure 2. Ann example deppicts the distriibution of storrage
nodes in a DHT
D
Network along the loadd statuses of each
e
storaage nodes.

Fiigure 5. Heavvy Load assignned to Node B is dynamicallly
reb
balanced (Nodde C) using thhe proposed Lo
oad Rebalanciing
Algorithm
A
to the
t make the ssystem Fully Load
L
Balanced
which
w
enhancees the overall ssystem perform
mance which is
highly desireed in a large-sccale, data-inteensive clouds.
2.3 Load Rebalaancing Algoriithm
t Load rebaalancing algorrithm, each ch
hunk server node
n
In the
(Fig
g 3.1) first esttimate whetheer it is under loaded (lightt) or
overrloaded (heavvy) without gglobal knowlledge. A nodde is
ligh
ht if the numbber of chunkks it hosts is smaller thann the
threeshold.
o a sample of randomly
y selected noodes.
Loaad statuses of
Specifically, eacch node conttacts a numb
ber of randoomly
v
denotedd by
seleected nodes inn the system aand builds a vector
V. A vector conssists of entriees, and each entry
e
containss the
ID, network addrress and loadd status of a randomly
r
seleected
de.Algorithms11 and 2 are exxecuted simulttaneously withhout
nod
syncchronization.
nagement
2.4 Replica Man
d
fille systems (e.g., Google GFS
G
and Haddoop
In distributed
HDF
FS), a constannt number of rreplicas for eaach file chunkk are
maintained in disstinct nodes too improve filee availability with
w
pect to node faailures and deppartures.
resp

Figure 3. An DHT
F
D
Networkk in which thee Load of Nodde B is
Heavy, sincce the more Looad is assignedd to it ,where ‘T’
reepresent the Target
T
load(maaximum Loadd assigned to Nodes)
N
of each storaage Node and ‘L’ representt the Load of each
e
N
Node.

Loaad rebalancingg algorithm dooes not treat replicas
r
distinctly.
It iss unlikely that two or m
more replicas are placed inn an
iden
ntical node because
b
of thhe random naature of our load
rebaalancing algorrithm. More sspecifically, each
e
under loaaded
nod
de samples a number of nodes, each selected witth a
prob
bability of 1/nn, to share thheir loads (wh
here n is the total
t
num
mber of storage nodes).

3.

Conclusioon

A novel
n
load balancing algoorithm to deal with the load
rebaalancing probllem in large-sscale, dynamiic, and distributed
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file systems in clouds has been presented in this paper. Our
proposal strives to balance the loads of nodes and reduce the
demanded movement cost as much as possible, while taking
advantage of physical network locality and node
heterogeneity. In the absence of representative real
workloads in the public domain, we have investigated the
performance of our proposal and compared it against
competing algorithms through synthesized probabilistic
distributions of file chunks.
The synthesis workloads stress test the load balancing
algorithms by creating a few storage nodes that are heavily
loaded. Our proposal is comparable to the centralized
algorithm in HDFS(Hadoop distributer file system and can be
incorporated in a Single-Node or Multi-Node Hadoop HDFS
cluster environment thorough which the clustering of the
Storage Nodes can be done easily and also helps in cluster
Node’s provisioning and management in Clouds. Hence
maintaining the cluster environment in a Load balanced state
even if load of system is increased linearly, since the nature
of our algorithm is fully distributed and dynamic .The
proposed load balancing algorithm dramatically outperforms
the competing distributed algorithm in terms of load
imbalance factor, movement cost, and algorithmic overhead
and also in a proximity-aware manner among the storage
Nodes.
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Future Work

In complex and large systems, there is a tremendous need for
load balancing. For simplifying load balancing globally (e.g.
in a cloud), one thing which can be done is, employing
techniques would act at the components of the clouds in such
a way that the load of the whole cloud is balanced. Cloud
Computing is a vast concept and load balancing plays a very
important role in case of Clouds. There is a huge scope of
improvement in this area. The performance of the given
algorithms can also be increased by varying different
parameters.
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